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WIN A COLOUR CONSULTATION
We’re offering you the chance to colour your world with one of five
Haymes colour consultations, worth $160 each, up for grabs.
The package includes an on-site consultation of up to 90 minutes
with Haymes regional colour stylist Erin Hearns, and colour and product
advice for your project.
It also includes A5 colour samples, three sample pot vouchers and a
discount card to use at Haymes. There’s a free gift bag full of items to
further inspire your new look.
For a chance to win, email us at geelongcompetitions@
theweeklyreview.com.au and name Hearns’ colour for the summer. Don’t
forget to include your name, mobile phone number and address. Entries
close on Friday, November 14, and the winner will be notified by email.
» www.haymespaint.com.au/explore-colours/colour-consultancy/

a difference. People are definitely stepping out of their comfort
zones and being more adventurous.”
Hearns also thinks the way we get inspired is changing.
“It is a lot based on magazines, TV, social media,” she says.
nterior designer Erin Hearns knows a thing or
“I think it’s also influenced a bit by television, like
two about colours. The Gordon Institute graduate
The Block, and other home shows. People get ideas
and Haymes colourist regularly helps clients
from there.
“the sun
with on-site consultations – especially at this
“With websites like Pinterest and Houzz and
comes out,
time of year.
that sort of thing … people go crazy for them for
customers
“When the sun comes out, the customers come
inspiration, which is great.”
come out”
out,” she says. “People want to get their DIY jobs
That kind of search for inspiration is also great for
done when it’s nice weather.”
Hearns. “If they show me pictures of what they like … it
Hearns says she thinks Geelong is blossoming into
really makes you think inside their head a bit,” she says.
a design lover’s mecca as people increasingly look to update
“It works well for everyone.”
or style their homes.
The busy interior designer and paint stylist knows her trends
“People are being more bold,” she says. “With new stores,
but stresses the importance of clients making colour choices
new cafés, new restaurants … it’s those small things that make
that they will enjoy for a long time.

I

“Trends change so much, people want to keep up with
them. But then they also want something that’s going to
last … painting a whole house is an expensive job.”
She suggests picking a neutral base – such as warm grey
or taupe – for the overall space and playing with on-trend
accents for feature walls. She also advises choosing
hard furnishings – such as carpets, tiles, benchtops and
curtains – before paint colours.
“It’s easier to match to those types of things, rather than
match your tile to a paint colour,” she says.
For those who really must be on trend, Hearns happily
shares a big tip.
“Peachy pink is popular,” she says, pointing to a
magazine cover in that colour.
“I think that’s going to be the colour of the summer,”
she says. “Fashion-wise, interior-wise, definitely.” \
akosmanovski@theweeklyreview.com.au
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